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The Software Development Knights Who Say "No!"

In the movie "Monty Python and the Holy Grail", King Arthur and the Knights of the Round
Table had to face the obstacle of the knights who say "ni!" to travel further in their quest for the
Grail. In the modern software development world, it seems that software developers can instead
follow the knights that say "No!" to find a different route to the Grail of modern applications, as
I have noticed many "no-" software development concepts recently. NoSQL and NoOps are two
examples in the software infrastructure area. #NoEstimates and #NoProjects are two proposals
in the software project management domain. Change has always been a constant in the software
development world, but usually there was a "new" thing supposed to replace the older
approaches: the proprietary client-server model was replaced by the open technology of the web
(with front-end loaded with JavaScript playing the role of modern client), object oriented
databases were supposed to replace relational technology, the Unified Modeling Language
replaced the diverse offering of previous modeling approaches (ERD, SA/SD, DFD, ...) that
existed before. These "no" approaches bring something different. They want to remove existing
techniques to get back to a simpler approach. It is not simply the rebuttal of a current way of
doing things, but rather a proposal to achieve better results without them. This "less is more" is
also one of the value of the Agile Manifesto that proposed a more basic approach to software
development than the traditional way, EVEN if there was some value to it (a part of the sentence
often ignored in the Agile world). This brings us back to the obstacle represented by the knights
who say "ni!". Some issues we face might be there because we impose on ourselves things that
bring little value to our work. Other are there because we develop software in different contexts.
A 5 people collocated team can operate differently than a distributed project with 400
developers. You can take more risks with social web site than medical device or nuclear plant
software. I read recently that Netflix was sometimes deliberately testing its production
environment to see if they could break it. It is an activity that is certainly not suited for critical
software. So the next time you meet the knights who say "ni!", think again if you have to find a
shrubbery to please them or if you can just say "no!" to their requests and take a different route.
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Alternatives to Acceptance Tests

Toby Weston, Independent Consultant, @jamanifin, http://baddotrobot.com

This article is based on the book “Essential Acceptance Testing” published on Leanpub. This
content is copyrighted by Toby Weston and reproduced here by permission.

Don’t write acceptance tests

There’s always the option not to write acceptance tests.

If you genuinely don’t have a customer or if you are your own customer, it is worth thinking
carefully about whether there is value in following the story delivery lifecycle in full.

A big part of acceptance testing is ensuring you achieve what the customer intended. The
customer is the audience and acceptance tests aim to give him confidence. Without a business
customer, testing is more about supporting the development team and is typically technology
focused. Brian Marick developed these ideas back in 2003 in a series of posts where he
discussed tests in terms of their position along two axis; if they support the development team or
critique the product (the x axis) and if they’re more technology focused or customer facing (the
y axis).

In Brian Marick’s testing matrix, testing focus tends to shift from the upper to lower quadrants
when you don’t have a customer.

Figure 1. Brian Marick’s testing matrix

You may shift emphasis onto coarse-grained style testing, exercising large parts of the system
with scenarios driven out by the development team and not the business. You can think of this
as component testing if it helps. Test whatever you feel needs testing. Start the stack up, drive
the application through it is UI or test multiple components using a ports and adapters style. The
choice is yours.

The key to this point is that you should understand if you really need to write customer focused,
business-facing tests. You can then make a deliberate decision about defining acceptance
criteria upfront. You will understand where to spend effort in terms of the testing matrix above
and can make decisions about the types of test to write.

https://twitter.com/jamanifin
http://baddotrobot.com/
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Another way to visualise your testing is to consider where your tests fit in terms of the testing
pyramid developed by Mike Cohn in Succeeding in Agile. Cohen suggests a balance of testing
types; write fewer tests that exercise the UI than tests that exercise core services (behaviours)
and components (unit tests). This is just one approach though and not gospel. It’s certainly
possible to invert the triangle and still have an effective testing strategy (we touched on this in
the previous overview section).

Figure 2. The testing triangle; fewer tests exist that exercise the UI than core services
(behaviours) and components (units)

Use a ports and adapters architecture

The traditional view of acceptance tests is that they are heavy, long running and coarse grained.
This is because they usually test multiple components, often repeatedly, over different scenarios.
They’ll often exercise the UI and database and start up the full stack.

Alistair Cockburn’s Hexagonal or ports and adapters architecture talks about decoupling these
components to provide a lightweight alternative. When you decompose to components that can
be tested independently, you can be more flexible about composing test scenarios. That way,
scenarios no longer have to contain repeated fragments.

Cockburn’s canonical example talks about decoupling the database and/or UI so that the core
system can be tested with or without these components. You can apply the principle to a much
finer degree however if you build your application in such a way as to clearly demarcate
component boundaries and allow alternate components to be plugged in at these boundaries.

In order to replace a long running traditional style acceptance test with an equivalent ports and
adapters style test, you need to overlap tests to replicate the coverage. For example, let's assume
we need to verify the following:

    “When a customer asks for their portfolio value, today’s stock price is retrieved from Yahoo,
multiplied by the number of stocks the client owns and the total is displayed in the UI”

There is essentially three components here, the UI, the business logic components (the “domain
model”) and an external Yahoo stock price service. The traditional view might interact with
these like this.
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We don’t need to interact with all of these at once to verify the statement above. Instead, we can
verify the following in separate tests with overlapping concerns.

1. When we ask for the portfolio value in the UI, a specific message is sent to the domain model.

The response from the domain model updates a specific field on the UI appropriately

We can test the UI independently by using a test double for the domain model; a stub or mock
that we use in place of a real component. The test double is represented as a shaded circle
below.

2. When the domain model receives a message from the UI, it calls out to a market data service
(for stock prices).

The response from the market data service is returned to the client in the agreed message format.

Again, we can test the domain model without the real market data service using a test double.

3. An integration test is also needed to verify that the domain model’s message makes the
correct call to a real Yahoo service, verifying that the previous test is actually representative.

These verifications overlap each other to verify the overall behaviour in a series of steps rather
than in one big go. Putting it all together it would look like the following. The dashed lines
show how tests need to overlap to provide completeness. Shaded circles are fake components,
unfilled circles are real components or services.

This is a slightly simplified description. See the How design can influence testing section for
more details.
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Don’t specify

We have talked about specifying upfront but defining a specification upfront, albeit
incrementally, is still a form of upfront design and has an inherent cost associated with it. It’s an
improvement over traditional waterfall “big upfront design” but it may be that you’re able to
eliminate it all together.

If you can deliver features quickly enough and cheaply enough, you can agree behaviour with
the customer against the deployed, live features. To do this effectively, it makes sense to have
very small requirements or stories and to be talking to the business constantly. You should
expect to deploy several iterations of a feature before getting it right and so it may not be
appropriate for all businesses. Google practice these ideas by deploying experimental features to
a subset of their environment to gather feedback.

It is a difficult technique to pull off though as it presupposes that the stories have demonstrable
value and can be small enough to deliver cheaply. In some domains it may just not be possible
to deliver “work in progress” if it isn’t technically correct. Finance applications for example
may not be able to tolerate imprecise calculations. Domains may also be constrained by
regulatory requirements.

Measure, don’t agree

Arguably the most important success criterion is whether a feature directly affects your revenue.
If a deployed feature is making or saving you money, it’s a success. You may get additional
feedback by deploying often to a live environment. If you can move away from agreeing
acceptance criteria and defining acceptance tests upfront towards understanding how features
affect key business metrics, you can start to measure these and use them to course correct.

William Deming popularised the ideas of solving problems using a critical thinking framework
based on Walter Shewhart’s work on statistical process control at Bell Labs in the 1930’s. The
Shewhart Cycle, later known as the Plan Do Check Adjust (or Act) Cycle emphasises
continuous improvement based on careful planning, execution, reflection and adjustments. If
you can gather meaningful statistics about deployed features, you can start to apply Deming’s
principles and act (or adjust) based on the measurements. The aim is to take speculation out of it
and make genuinely informed decisions.

Figure 7. Identifying business metrics inputs directly into the check step of Deming’s PDCA
cycle

A trivial example might be to gather information about how much a partially complete feature is
actually being used. If there is no uptake after a few days in production, you’ll have more
information to go on when deciding to continue work on the feature. Taking it further, if you
then realise the partial feature is actually costing more money that it’s generating, you might
make the call to drop it.
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In short, start measuring meaningful indicators and show the business. Rather than agree with
the business what might be valuable upfront, prove to them what is valuable against production.

Log, don’t specify

When agreeing acceptance criteria, stakeholders get together to agree the specification and then
development gets underway. When done, everyone gets together and confirms that the tests
verify the criteria.

Using traditional specification frameworks like Concordion or FIT, HTML “specifications”
document important events, inputs and outputs of a test. The HTML is then instrumented and
run with the framework to produce styled HTML artifacts indicating success or failure. These
are the kind of artifacts you can share with business to verify requirements and document
system behaviour. There is usually a setup cost in authoring and then instrumenting these
artifacts.

You can flip this on its head if you skip the specification step and instrument your test code
directly to document behaviour as it executes. Matt Savage coined the phrase “log, don’t
specify” to capture the idea of writing acceptance tests in such a way as to capture and
communicate key events during a test but without specifying an upfront “specification”. The
idea is to use a more lightweight approach when the upfront formalisation of acceptance criteria
becomes too onerous.

The Yatspec framework does this for the Java community. It logs events in HTML as they
happen based on conventions and constraints to the way you write your tests. This has a cost in
itself, as the natural language structure it requires may not come easily for all test problems. The
theory though is that this instrumentation cost is lower than, for example, Concordion upfront
costs. That’s something you’ll have to judge for yourself however.

Software Testing Magazine - Click on ad to reach advertiser web site
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testing trends and news on
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Magazine . com
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Figure 8. Example of Yatspec output documenting system behaviour. The test code logs runtime
behaviour
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Planning the team’s transformation process

Jesus Mendez, info [at] jesusmendez [dot] ca, @chuzzete
Seedbox Technologies, www.jesusmendez.ca

The text that follows is an excerpt of the section "Planning the team’s transformation process" in
the workbook “Forming Agile Teams” published on Leanpub. This content is copyrighted by
Jesus Mendez and reproduced here by permission.

Before we start working with a team, there is a change to be managed, planned and
communicated, and that is the change that you are about to begin when transforming the team
into a high-performing sustainable team. A change that requires a lot of effort in time and
money which, in my opinion, needs to be supported with a transition plan. But why do we need
a plan to transform a team, isn’t it something that is going to happen in an agile fashion, I mean
iteration by iteration? Why should we care about planning changes, when playing the Scrum
Master or Agile Coach role? Well in my personal opinion it depends, but I prefer to have a clear
understanding about what is motivating the stakeholders to invest resources in what I’ve called
“the team’s transformation project”.

At this stage of the project, there is not a lot of information about:

• The reasons behind hiring or even assigning a Scrum Master or Agile Coach to the team.

• Who does what, when and how things are going to happen (what is the plan?)

• The team and its composition.

• How the team works.

What’s the main goal here?

“Mitigate change resistance by reducing ambiguity, increasing visibility and creating awareness
about the project at every level involved”; in order to gain the people’s trust and create the
required conditions to successfully reach the people’s heart.

How to do it? How to get everybody involved in the project and on the same page?

First of all, I gather enough information to create the “project charter”, by talking with all the
parties involved in the “team’s transformation project”. Here are the steps that I follow to
complete this stage of the process:

Preliminary work (It’s all about the team and the environment)

Purpose: Get ready to talk with project’s main stakeholder.

Tactic: Collect information about the team by meeting with their line manager(s) and asking
questions like:

• Is the team being formed for this specific project?

• How long the team has been working together?

• What about team’s development process?

• Who are the main stakeholders of the project?

https://twitter.com/chuzzete
www.jesusmendez.ca
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• Who are the customers?

• How does the team work?

Project Charter content gathering meeting

Purpose: Collect enough information to get everybody on the same page and begin the project
as soon as possible.

Outcome: The team’s transformation process Project Charter information has been gathered.

Fill the Team’s Transformation Process Project Charter template

Purpose: Document the shared understanding baseline of the project.

Outcome: Team’s transformation Project Charter is completed and ready to be shared.

High level project plan approval meeting

Purpose: Get common agreement about what the project is about and get the project plan
approved. Begin working with the team.

Outcome: Team’s Transformation Process Project Charter has been approved.

Team’s transformation project kick-off meeting

Purpose: Shared understanding for team project members about the team’s transformation
project.

Tactics: Hold a one-hour meeting and be sure that all interested parties are present.

Ask the main project stakeholder to set the stage by sharing with the audience the two first
components of the team’s transformation project charter. Now, it is your turn to go through the
remaining content of the team’s transformation process project charter:

• Roles and responsibilities

• Vision of the team in one (1) year from now.

• Short term main goals identified.

• High level project risks.

• Identify the next step in the plan

Team transformation process Kick-off

Preparation

Once the Team’s transformation project charter is approved, it’s time to meet with your new
team and start building the relationship of trust required to move forward with the
transformation process.
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What is the main goal here?

Establish a relationship of trust between you and your team that would enable the path to the
continuous improvement on-going conversation for the team.

Why is this priority?

If you consider yourself as a change agent, the main thing for people to start changing their
mindsets is to trust the person who represents change. Having their trust means getting their
hearts and believes in you and what you will bring to the team. How to do it? How to establish a
relationship of trust? The focus here is to create the conditions and environment to make people
feel safe enough to get out of their comfort zones and learn to change continuously.

It is all about the people

Getting to know the people that you are about start working with requires time, love and
strategy. In my case, I use the steps of the arc of a coaching conversation [1] to approach the
team and start learning about them. The first thing that I do is “start exploring”.  Depending of
the project, I give to myself a full iteration at least to explore and observe respectfully how the
team behave, interact, collaborate and work together.

What’s the main focus here?

Our main job here is to be present for the team and be ready to listen actively what and how it’s
being said. The intention here is to get enough contexts about the team so it is recommended to
avoid judgement, and to put your ears up.

The leadership team first

Some of the questions mentioned above [2], would be answered directly by the leadership team;
I mean the Project Stakeholders, the Product/Service owner and the line manager(s). That’s why
I strongly recommend meeting with them first, in order to discuss about their vision regarding
the project, the product or service and the team.

The leadership team would be supporting what we are about to do with the team, that is why it
is really important to get them on board collaborating with us, to enable the change within the
team, then with the project, and so on.

Project Stakeholders

Stakeholders are responsible for the project, product or service that the team will be working
with. Their participation and permanent support to the product that would be develop and the
team that would be behind of it would be crucial along this stage of the team’s transformation
process. This role is crucial given that they would challenge what product owners would do
along the way and collaborate with the team to build appropriated product solutions to solve
their problems or needs. Regarding the stakeholders and their expectations about the team that
would be formed, I like to ask only the main stakeholder, to join the Product Owner and meet to
discuss about Product development expectations, in a meeting that is explained below.
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Product Owner

The product owner is responsible and accountable for the project, product or service that the
team will be working with. This role matters because money wise these people are making
decisions about what would be delivered, why now and when it should happen. Their capacity
to oversee how their product or service would look like in the future, how to plan efficiently to
get there and how that is communicated, pass through what kind of team they think is needed to
reach established business goals. I am referring here to expected team attitude and behavior,
how problems get resolved, the team’s capacity to deliver on time, the team’s capacity to
perform under pressure and their ability to adapt to continuous changes. Here are some
techniques that I like using to help with setting clear expectations about the product, the team
and how we are going to work together:

Product development meeting

What is its purpose?

• Get to know each other better
• Discuss about the product/service vision
• Clarify expectations about the team

Clarify expectation about how we are going to work together:

• Role and responsibilities
• How to collaborate towards reaching amazing results.
• Everything else that you considered makes sense for your specific context

Expected outcome

• Product Owner and Scrum Master/Agile Coach way to work has been established.
• Stakeholder team expectation has been discussed and clarified.
• Product Owner and Stakeholder way to work has been established.

Product planning weekly based meeting

What is its purpose?

• Assist/Support with keeping the team focused on what is important.
• Help with visualizing what is next in the product pipeline.
• Create inspect and adapt mindset about the product.
• Assist/Support with creating the Product Vision.
• Create product planning habits.

Expected outcome

• The Product has been planned and the Product Owner is able to communicate what’s next to
stakeholders and then to the team.

From what I’ve seen in the field, Product Owners wants to rely on a team who delivers results
consistently, as soon as possible, so please remember that when working together with them as
our main goal.
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Line Managers

Line manager(s) main role is to support their employees activities by providing them the
required tools needed to do their job. In an agile environment, there is an additional support
required and that is for the development process. Line manager’s capacity to allow Scrum
Masters/Agile coaches do their job, and the ability to empower teams to self-organize their
work, would be a key factor to consider when working with teams. Here some techniques that I
like using to help with setting clear expectations about management roles, how to support the
team and how to collaborate with the Scrum Master/Agile Coach.

Touch base regularly

I have monthly one on one with Line managers where we discus about how the team is doing,
what the biggest road blockers are and what is my Scrum Master/Agile Coach perception about
their happiness.

Keep the collaboration channel open

Especially in agile setups, Line manager’s need to be creative to find ways to connect and
discuss with their teams, without interrupting their flow or becoming impediments to their job.
Something that I have tried is to allow special time at the end of the iterations, between the
iteration review and the iteration retrospective, where they would discuss openly with the team
about how things are doing.

The Kick-Off meeting

Now, it is time for you to create the team’s transformation process project charter and get ready
for the kick-off meeting. Here the elements to be considered when building project charter:

Team’s Transformation Process Project Charter Template

What’s this project about?
I.e. The cars division wants to rely on team that’s able to deliver any kind of work any time on
time and within the forecasted budget.

Why are we doing it right now?

Reason Strategy
E.g. Focus on what brings value to the
division in order to increase the Return Of
Investment per project

E.g. Optimize where the company put its
efforts by distributing properly the content to
be integrated.

E.g. Improve project planning and
prioritization at the Product team level

E.g. Increase operational efficiency

E.g. Build a high performing sustainable
development team

Figure -Team's Transforming Process Project Charter-Reasons
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Vision of the team one year from now

E.g. a fully collaborative and cross-functional team is in place.

Main goals for the next three (3) months

E.g. Team`s Development process is implemented end to end

Roles and responsibilities

Role Responsibilities
Main Stakeholder (Full name) E.g. sets high level vision for the content to be

developed.
Product/Service Owner (Full name) E.g. manages development team Backlog

E.g. decides what to do and when (Establishes
backlog priorities)

Agile Coach/Scrum Master (Full name) E.g. Sheppard’s team’s development process
E.g. coaches the team to become a self-
organizing and high-performing sustainable
team

Development team (Name of the team or
description)

E.g. does the job to (description of what the
team does)....
E.g. collaborates with Product Owners and the
Agile Coach/Scrum Master to increase team’s
performance
E.g. raises impediments and make them
visible to the team.

Line team manager(s) Full Name E.g. brings support to the team and the
development process

Stakeholders (List of all stakeholders) E.g. collaborates with the team and the
Product team with grooming the content of
the development team backlog

Team's Transformation Process Project Charter - Roles and responsibilities

High level Risks

Risk Category Description
Human  Resources E.g. peoples resistance to change
Communication E.g. limited support from Stakeholders and

PO’s.

Resources E.g. project loses interest and stakeholder stop
funding it

Team's Transforming Process Project Charter -High level risks
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Process high level guidelines

I.e. This team has been using Kanban as their way to deal with requirements. There are no
special events, no time-boxed iterations are set and no feedback loop in place.

Kick-off meeting setup

Once the Team’s transformation Process Project Charter is completed, it is time to set up for the
kick-off meeting. Here some of the elements to take in consideration:
• Share and discuss the document with the main stakeholder, the line managers and the

Product Owner(s).

• Verify that everybody is OK with its content.

• Organize the kick-off meeting agenda.

• Schedule the meeting

• Be sure that all parties involved get invited.

During the Kick-off meeting

At this stage of the process, the Team’s Transformation Process Project Charter has been
created, the Kick-off meeting has been setup and the day has come to start interacting frequently
with your new team. In order to facilitate this process, I like to follow this agenda during the
kick-off meeting:

Agenda Responsible
Kick-off meeting’s goal Product Owner/Main Stakeholder
Team’s Transformation Process Project
What this project is about
Why we are doing it right now
Vision of the team 1 year from now
Main goals for the next three (3) months

Product Owner/Main Stakeholder

Team’s Transformation Process Project
Roles & Responsibilities

Scrum Master/Agile Coach

Team’s Transformation Process Project
High Level Risks

Scrum Master/Agile Coach

The Development team

Once the project has kicked-off and the leadership team has been approached, the main focus is
the development team and how to start working together. With a little help of the
product/service owner and the development group/team, I would find ways to get to know them
as much as possible.
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Here some techniques that I use when approaching the team and start building the relationship
of trust:

Get introduced by somebody already trusted

After asking the leadership team, and a couple of quick chats, it would be nice to ask that person
that is already trusted by the team, to introduce you to the group. Using this reference, would
influence people’s opinions, ease assumptions and avoid unnecessary judgements to could get in
the way of creating an amazing and productive relationship based on trust. If that is not possible,
I love to ask another Scrum Master (if available) to do it for me.

Be humble and listen

At the moment that you join a new team, people start to observe how you behave. It is normal to
expect that people would try you in different ways and with different things during this stage of
the group development. Group acceptance, knowledge validation, shared interests and
leadership still would be under testing in this face, so please be humble and listen actively to
what their trying to say.

Give you time to observe

If you are the type "let’s go and change the world today and tomorrow everything would work
fine", well I think that you will learn soon about this way to go. Instead I take at least a full
iteration to just observe and take notes about how the team works, interact and how is
everything happening for the team.

Be actively present, on time and ready to rock

If you want to build a relationship of trust with the team, behave showing the example that you
want the team to follow. That means, be present physically and mentally 100% of the time. Put
your cell-phone, tablet and any potential distraction away, and be there for them. Be on time and
respect your commitments no matter what they do. You want them to see that something new is
about to start happening, and that starts with you first showing what to do. Get ready to rock,
which means to be prepared to jump in and start helping them. It could be facilitating a
conversation or just writing things in a board, just be ready to do what you love the most
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Software Project Estimation:
 Case Study of Estimation Impacts on Deliverable

Rich Ellison, The QA People, www.theqapeople.com

Estimates are the cornerstone of completion for any project and always a challenging item on a
project to address. One of the main reasons it is so difficult to work with estimates is that they
are often put together under duress of a predefined timeline. This paper reviews a case study as
an opportunity to define a clear approach for estimations on software development projects. The
method discussed is the combination of two approaches previously put forward. The first is a
straight-ahead approach of using specific estimations for specific goals. The second approach
modifies the first in regards to the information you have on the activities.

To give a little background on my experience with estimation, I would like to use my first
project as my case study. When I moved from database management into software testing my
first project was one of those laboring projects as it relates to estimation. We were late on
development, the timeline was getting squeezed and we were starting to run out of room to
complete. On one of the final calls regarding this with senior management things finally came to
a head. “Ok, I just want to cut to the chase. When will it be done? I need to know if we have to
move the delivery date so I can prep for the impacts to other projects.” A stern annoyed
gentleman speaks into the conference call for the project team. It was the closest he could get to
yell. The truth was quite simple: we did not know. But when you are talking to VP and the
Presidents of a company you do not have the right to not have an answer. The project manager
spoke calm and clearly, “We estimated the additional effort and it looks like we will be delayed
by three additional days which would put us into the freeze period. We will still be able to make
the release date but we will have to reduce the timeline into the testing window by a few days.
We confirmed with QA that it is possible and would not impact anything overall. “The VPs and
the Presidents were calmed. They asked a few follow up questions but heard what they wanted
to hear: that their new functionality would make it into the window they had set and would
obviously not have any issues and would make an insane amount of money for them. The clients
would be happy. Senior Management would be happy. It would be a daily parade of "thank
you". Right after the phone hung up the project manager looked at the team and said that the
timeline has to be met. The developer spoke up ”I am sorry I need to let you know (a few
things). I told you I had no confidence in those dates. You asked when do you think this will be
done and I said " I don’t know maybe 3 days maybe 5".

I did not know anything as a low lever tester at that point. I take that back I knew 4 things.

1. It was not my fault because test had not even started.

2. We did not have a clue what we’re doing and how we we’d do it

3. We did not know when we would be able to complete it

4. It would never be on time.

Number one showed how young I was in the field, because when problems start rolling downhill
on a project, it does not matter if it is your fault, as it quickly becomes a shared pain. More
importantly number four was actually wrong as well. We did make it on time. Three additional
developers were added. Everyone worked nights and weekends. The development was pushed
back to one week prior to release. Testing would be at a high level overview of the enterprise
application with a few days focused on the new functionality.  Development and testing was
going blind since the business analyst wrote the requirements after it was coded so we would
“have a detailed list for future reference”.

http://www.theqapeople.com/
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On the day of the release, the build hit the floor DOI (dead on installation). It crashed a few
things and caused a series of headaches. The final version released was not the same in
production and development since developers were asked to add one final last minute page to
introduce the functionality. Developers worked on it that night to add the new functionality and
it killed the site for 4 hours. People were mad and it was everyone’s fault. We worked for 4 days
to clean up our mess and scraped the functionality. Right after that management had someone
offer the team a three-day intensive training on software development life cycle. We initially
took it as a way of punishing us. Since then, I have always had a desire to know more about
estimates. I have always tried to keep an ear open to new studies and approaches. Looking over
the project from beginning to end, it is obvious to see where we went wrong.

It was obvious our estimates were wrong even though we did meet our timeline. We had more
important warning signs aside from the scheduled that would have tipped us off. We estimated
against one section of work and added additional work to that. Since we were having issues with
our initial scope, the project should have been moving in the other direction and looking at
reducing scope instead of increasing scope. The team also did not know the scope of the new
effort that was being added which is a huge red flag as well.  In short we had a project that
would never end and the dates were slipping day by day. The cost was increasing and people
were overworked. I would later learn that each of these alone are telltale signs of poor
estimations and would raise a red flag by themselves.

The first issue was that this project had one estimate created.  Initial estimates are expected to
have a greater degree of variability and should be become more precise as the project moves
forward as shown below in Steve McConnell’s book Software Project Survival Guide.

The process that should have been followed was a rough estimate that should be 25% to 50% off
the final estimate or as a co-worker would define it, “a wild guess with no backing or reason”. I
agree with part of that. It is a wild guess, but it does have some reason behind it.
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The estimates should be completed at least two times. Once at the beginning of the project and
one later on the project. If you do a detailed planning for all of the requirements as your initial
estimate, you will not be helping yourself at all. Detailed requirements are not set at the onset of
a project so you will find yourself accounting for a bunch of things you will never build and not
accounting for a bunch of things you will have to build.

The second issue we had was that the project team did not know how the estimates were
created. When someone comes up to ask for a project estimate for any new functionality, it is
good to know the types of estimates that are available for you. What is really an estimation? An
estimation is “a prediction or projection of a quantity based on experience and /or information
available at the time. Estimates are the least accurate model for an outcome because it is
supposed to be incorrect. Below are a list of the types of estimations and some additional details
on some of the approaches.

Estimation approach Category Examples of support of
implementation

Analogy-based Formal estimation model ANGEL, Weighed Micro
Function Points

WBS-based bottom-up Expert estimation Project management software,
company specific activity
template

Parametric models Formal estimation model COCOMO, SLIM, SEER-
SEM, True Planning for
Software

Size-based estimation Formal estimation model Function Point Analysis, Use
Case Analysis, Software Size
Units, Story Points

Group Estimation Expert estimation Planning poker, Wideband
Delphi

Mechanical combination Combination-based estimation Average of an analogy-based
and a Work Breakdown
Structure-based effort
estimation

Judgmental combination Combination-based estimation Expert judgement based on
estimates from parametric
model and group estimation

Analogy Based Estimating

Analogy based estimation have been heavily studied with varied results. One study compares
various types of analogy-based software effort estimation with each other that showed that
people are better than tools at selecting analogues for the data set used in this study. Using a tool
along with that data proved even more accurate. Other studies have shown the use of
classifications has also increased the accuracy. Other estimates have shown that your effective
rate requires a lot of additional data for computation. Tools like Angel are used for the
collection and storage to identify for new projects.

Bottom Up and Top Down Estimates

Bottom up is a resource driven approach that takes the project and breaks it into groups and then
into smaller items until you get to the task level where you the estimate the actual effort. Top-
down (or parametric) estimating typically relies on actual costs of past projects, and knowledge
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of the specific parameters of those projects. Using the previous example, reviewing previous
bridge projects to determine that there are correlations between the cost of the bridge and key
factors like size and the primary material used gives the estimator valuable data. Top-down will
be a high level estimate for the early part of the project while bottom up estimates can be used
later as you have more detail to offer the detailed estimate. The practical reality is that both
approaches are likely to be used by most companies and on most projects. Top-down may be the
only approach possible for a conceptual estimate for an early-stage project. And even later-stage
estimates might involve a mix of items, some estimated top-down and others bottom-up.

Size Based Estimates

A function point is a measurement to show the number of business functions a system provides
to the user. Function points are used to define functional size measurement (FSM). The cost is
used from previous projects. It is based on a group of “functions” with 2 data points and 5
functions (2 data and 5 transactions), The are counted and weighted by low medium and high as
shown below.

What estimate type should we have used?  There is a substantial dependency on the organization
and the data and the tools that are available. One approach that seems simple but effective is to
look at the phase as the initial indicator and then at the activity type for addition guidance to
define the estimation approach. There are many ways to break the activities down into groups. I
am using the approach which is I was initially presented with stable activities, dependent
activities, uncertain activities and unknown activities. First I will use the approach Kathleen
Peters put forward about the estimations required.

Estimation for Initial Scope

In the initiating phase you will need to determine the basic size of the project. To determine the
project size you can use one of two approaches. You can use analogous estimate or using a size
based model such as function point analysis. For the analogy it is important to not just look for a
similar project. You will instead look for a project component that is similar and perform the
same tasks for each of the components of the project and add up the total. This issue with this
approach sometimes can be that companies do not collect this data on projects. Function points
or other size-based models will use an algorithm defined by the system functions and give you
the size. Your output for this will be based on the input and algorithm that is used. Some of the
studies have shown data that points to analogy based estimates to be more accurate (in some
cases) but even the conclusion from the study determined the results were inconclusive.
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Estimation for Effort

Once the cost is defined you can start to look at the effort that will use your analogy-based
estimates or your parametric based estimation tools to use the statistical relationship to define
the duration.  One tool is COCOMO that has three classes of project that are created by size and
experience and defines the effort, time and resources.

Estimation for Duration

Using the information above you will create your work breakdown structure to define you actual
schedule for each task using a bottom-up method. Where possible, use the organizational data to
define the resources required to complete the activities. There are three types of activities that
will need to be estimated for the schedule and, depending on the types of activity, you are
blocking time for your approach may have to change. Using a simplified approach, the activities
will be broken into stable, dependent and uncertain.

Reviewing Activity Types as A Dependency for Your Estimates

Using Dick Billows approach from 4PM I have listed the activities grouped by the information
available in each activities to define how to modify your estimates to give a more accurate
results.

Stable Activities are just as they sound. The tasks are fully defined items that do not have much
volatility. This lends themselves to the Formal Estimation Approaches listed above. To define if
you are going to use analogous, parametric or size based models review the information you
have available as well as the resources to help estimate to allow you to select the correct
approach.

Dependent Activities are unlike the stable activities in the fact that some factor does not allow
you to have all of the information to have a complete picture of the duration of the tasks. For
example you have a complex technical approach which will be defined later in the project but
you need to estimate for not only that technical work but also the subsequent testing work that
would follow. For these tasks, the method would use an analogous estimate.

Uncertain activities occur as a project gets more complex and you will have more components
that are unknown. You will have to go back to the scope estimate and work through the refined
estimation process to get to the details for these activities. As mentioned in Dependent and
Uncertain Activities, complexities are a dependency that should be reviewed and taken into
account for each project. The use of a complexity factor can assist with the analogous
estimations.

Looking back now, the project I mentioned could have been helped with proper estimation to
avoid a long list of headaches that followed. It still had the issue of scope but it could have gone
across the finish line easier with that estimation knowledge. In retrospect understanding that
estimates are created at various points and are monitored through the project would have been a
good starting point. Also understanding that estimates for work is not a random information that
the project team blindly receives would have tipped us of that the approach would have been
incorrect. Most of our issues would have been solved knowing that you have various approaches
that can serve purposes for each phase and can be modified by looking at the information you
have on the activities required.
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Live Up to Your Coaching Visions with the Agile Coaching Canvas

Alexey Krivitsky, krivitsky[at]agiletrainings[dot]eu, @alexeykri
http://www.agiletrainings.eu/blog/

Low and High

I had proposed a session on this topic at one of the unconferences this year. And my fear (my
so-called low dream) was that no one would show up.

Well, I was wrong. One person did.

The guy who came was very eager to know about the Agile Coaching Canvas so instead of
explaining him how it works, I offered him a coaching session to demonstrate how it works in
action. He gladly accepted my offer (did he have a choice?) and we quickly left the room to
make sure no one else would join this session and break up our coaching intimacy.

We went for a walk around the event premises, sunset, hills and meadows all around us. He was
describing me his current engagement as a Scrum Master and all the associated challenged...
when I kindly interrupted him and asked to briefly visit one of his teams in a year from now.

In the beginning he was not sure how. But then he didn't want to stop. That is how it usually
works - we like our dreams.

Forty minutes later I had to pull him back to the present to wrap up our session and drive some
specific things he had wished to do next Monday. He was very fluent in knowing what to do
with his team, though his initial coaching request was to get at least some clarify of the next
steps.

Dreaming Never Ends

What is your low dream on reading this article?

Probably, that this reading is going to be some kind of yet-another-consultant-bluff about how
cool his services, tools and client reviews are? Can be.

And what is your high dream then?

Likely that this article would make your day and you would end up sharing it to your entire
network! That is also my high dream.

These two completely opposite thoughts - are both dreams. This idea is actually quite
interesting, because the typical definition of a "dream" is that it has to be something high,
positive, sweet and inspiring - or it is not a dream but a nightmare!

Well this is not true. At least partially.

Dreams (as we know now) can be both - low and high, and also with the full range of all
possible shades of amplitudes in between.

https://twitter.com/alexeykri
http://www.agiletrainings.eu/blog/
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And hence all expectations are dreams - we in fact never stop dreaming. Though some of us
have long-lived habits and preferences of dreaming low, while the others - high. But we all are
dreamers. And that is why the Agile Coaching Canvas works so well.

Let me explain you more.

That Day

Do you remember that day when you learned the news that you are actually getting your job or a
contract if you are consulting like I am. Yes, you finally got that long-awaited engagement you
would been dreaming of.

How did it feel?

I bet you felt good. And in fact, I am pretty sure right in that moment you have started to have
all sorts of dreams about coming in and changing that team (project, department, company).

You have likely envisioned the wide and deep impact you would be creating, and how everyone
would be seeing and appreciating this.

Well, I can't read your dreams and you cannot read mine, which is, by the way, a good thing.
But we can come back to them and get reconnected with that great source of clarity and power.

There is only one problem with that...

Lost Dreams

Now, how often do we happen to come back and re-live those high dreams during the "core
office hours"?

I don't know about you (maybe you are special) - but I tend to spend my days juggling with my
daily routines. And I barely have time to do anything else. Not mentioning dreaming. I would
like to see the face of your boss when you log an hour for a dreaming activity in your timesheet.

We forget our dreams. We lose them. We get lost.

Lost Dreams of a Scrum Master

If you are working as a team coach or a Scrum Master, likely your "job description" (or in other
words "what they expect from you to be 100% busy with") boils down to this list of repetitive
low-level tasks. Instead of being the change agents, the ones who keep the flame of Agile and
Scrum values burning, most of the Scrum Masters I talk to end up following a routine.

Talking to hundreds of Scrum Masters a year, I know this is true for most of us. And this has
become my low dream of ScrumMastery as a profession. That is a sad one of mine. And I am
working hard to change it!

Dreaming Up

One way to change the impact of our work as Scrum Masters and Agile coach is to go broader:
work with more teams in the organization, on the level of the stakeholders, with the overall
product organization, serving the entire value stream. That is one way - going wide.
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Another way is to get reconnected with a higher purpose (without redefining the status-quo
scope of our work). That's about going higher.

These two directions - higher and broader - are not mutually exclusive.

Getting High

Some time ago I have published an article ScrumMaster is not (just) a Team Facilitator which
got rather positive tension in the community. That was about going wide.

Today, I would like to offer you a way up, a way to reconnect with you high dreams without
redefining your current job description. You can also call it "hacking a job description", as no
one can stop us from dreaming big and acting bold.

So here it goes:

You are lucky! You have a chance to visit your team (department, project, company, and client)
in a year from now. For a very short period of time though. Intrigued?

Three.. Two.. One.. You are there! Bam!

Let yourself enter the building.

To your surprise everything you had been working on and hoping for a year ago did happen.
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And not only like you thought it would, but it is exceeding your expectations.

You and your colleagues have been working really hard yet very efficient. Now simply enjoy
observing the result of those great returns.

Notice what is different as you are walking down the halls and rooms of the building.

What is on the walls?
What is on people's faces?
What are people doing?
What are they talking about?
What is the energy there like?
What is slightly different?
What has drastically changed?

Pause now to take some notes. Jot down some key observations you will be taking home with
you.

How what you see is impacting you?
Who else is benefiting from these changes in the organization?
Stakeholders?
Clients?
Who else?

Now stay there for as long as you would like and let me know you are back.

Ground Control to Major Tom

I do hope you allowed yourself to spend few minutes dreaming. If not, please do. You deserve
it.

And you should know one thing - those dreams are no one else's but yours. And you have all
permissions to have them. It is your birthright to have those dreams.

If you don't - no one will. So please - take some time and allow yourself dreaming.

Skills

Now, Major Tom, provided you liked that dream:

Which individual skills do you need to deepen in order to make those changes come true?
Which skills do people around you need to deepen?
Which new skills would help if they start acquiring?
Which new habits to be gained?
Old ones to forget?

Support

In order for your dream to stay coherent with the environment you are in:

Whose support you think you need to seek?
Now, if there would be one person you wouldn't really want to open up and share your dreams -
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who is he or she?
Who else can impede your dreams?
What can stop them?
How? Why?

These are the people you will need to learn how to connect with in order the dreamed future
happen. They will need to be on-boarded.

And you know what - they also have their dreams! The low and the high ones. So instead of
seeing them as your "impediments" - why not starting some light discussions about they are
hoping for. Let them dream out loud.

You will be surprised how easier it is to reconnect with people on the dreaming level...

P.S. Become the Dreaming Master

The Agile Coaching Canvas is a compact and illustrated guide that you can use to keep
dreaming and help others to.

I often use it with my fellow Scrum Masters who I mentor. I also run the so-called
futurespectives with agile teams to get collective dreaming going.
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The goal of using such tools is to distort (at least a little bit) the stiff perception of the reality
that we all have and help us see the new options, other perspectives and fresh ideas on how to
get where we truly want to get.

Not to mention: dreaming is a very emotional process that stays long in our memories. These
bright pictures then work as our best motivators helping us perceiver in the harsh times.

So if you have followed me through this article and allowed yourself to dream, you already
know how to use this tool in a nutshell. There is a bit more to it as our ultimate goal is to
facilitate some specific actions - something we would do differently "next Monday".

Hence, feel free to download the Canvas and its accompanying materials and master this simple
yet powerful dreaming toolkit. It is free and open source.
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DbFit - Automated Database Testing

Yavor Nikolov, Luxoft, @javornikolov, https://javornikolov.wordpress.com/

DbFit is an open source tool for automated database testing. Gojko Adzic initially created this
tool with the goal to enable efficient database testing – in order to motivate database developers
to use an automated testing framework. DbFit is based on the FitNesse framework that enables
defining tests in readable and easy to maintain tabular format. It supports many relational
databases, including Oracle, MS SQL Server, MySQL, PostgreSQL and others.

Web site: http://dbfit.github.io/dbfit/
Version tested: 3.2.0
System requirements: Java Runtime Environment 7 or higher
License and Pricing: Free and Open Source, GPL v2
Support: DbFit Google group (http://groups.google.com/group/dbfit) and GitHub issue tracker
(https://github.com/dbfit/dbfit/issues)

Getting Started

Installation

To run DbFit you need Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 7 or higher which you may get from
Oracle web site. Also you’ll need to ensure the accounts and connectivity to the databases which
you want to access with DbFit.

To install DbFit you can download it from its web site http://dbfit.github.io/dbfit/ unpack the
archive and run startFitnesse.sh or startFitnesse.bat (depending on your operating system). It
may take it a few seconds to start the server and then you can access it using your browser at
http://localhost:8085/. You'll be able to access some built-in reference documentation and
examples from that web page.

Creating a new test page

Open http://localhost:8085/HelloWorldTest in your browser. You should see an editor where
you can create and run your test page.

Test pages are described in the FitNesse Wiki syntax that is essentially a simple text format for
describing commands in terms of tables. The premise is that this notation is close to relational
model, so that you don't need to know Java or other lower-level programming language to create
DbFit tests.

Test pages may be grouped in suites that may be organized in hierarchical structure. The names
of test pages and suites should be CamelCase.

Although the FitNesse Wiki syntax is really simple, you do not have to use it to write scripts.
You can write your tables in Excel (or almost any other spreadsheet program), and then just
copy or import them into the FitNesse page editor.

Test pages are stored on the file system in simple text format. You can create and edit them
directly using your favorite text editor.

https://twitter.com/javornikolov
https://javornikolov.wordpress.com/
http://dbfit.github.io/dbfit/
http://groups.google.com/group/dbfit
https://github.com/dbfit/dbfit/issues
http://dbfit.github.io/dbfit/
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Running tests

To run a test page, you can click the Test button in FitNesse. It's possible to run all tests within a
suite and it is also possible to trigger tests execution via REST API, JUnit or a command line
allowing you to automate running DbFit tests and integration with a continuous integration (CI)
server.

Configuration

For details about configuring different port number, project folder or other settings you may
examine the startFitnesse script and its --help option output, plugins.properties file, and also
consult FitNesse documentation.

Due to licensing restrictions, the drivers of some of the supported databases are not shipped with
DbFit. You will need to provide the required additional JDBC driver jar files by copying them
into DbFit lib folder.

In order to load the DbFit extension into FitNesse, your test pages have to load the correct
libraries by including the following command:

!path lib/*.jar

This command can be placed directly into a test page or in a parent page in the test suite
hierarchy.

Connecting to the database

DbFit supports two modes of operation: Flow and Standalone. By default, each individual test
page in flow mode is executed in a transaction that is automatically rolled back after the test. In
the standalone mode, you are responsible for overall transaction control. Most of the commands
are common for both modes but there are some limitations in standalone mode a different syntax
for opening a connection.

Here is how to connect to a MySQL database in flow mode:

!|dbfit.MySqlTest|

!|Connect|localhost|dbfit_user|password|dbfit|

Notice the MySqlTest in the first line above. That tells DbFit which type of database driver to
use. The second line defines connection properties. These two lines will typically be the first on
every test page.

And here is how to open a connection in standalone mode:

|import fixture|
|dbfit.fixture|

!|DatabaseEnvironment|MySql|
|Connect|localhost|dbfit_user|password|dbfit|

There is support for configuring the connection details in separate file. Encryption of the
database password is also supported so that you can avoid storing it in plain text.
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Supported databases

The following database systems are currently supported by DbFit: Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL,
Postgres, Derby, HSQLDB, DB2, DB2i, Teradata, Netezza, Informix.

Basic cycle of a DbFit test and its execution

1. Set up the input data and other context. The following DbFit commands are typically used at
this stage: Insert, Update, ExecuteDdl, Execute. If common setup steps are used by several
tests - it may be useful to keep them in SetUp page that will be automatically included in the
beginning of the other tests in the suite.

2. Execute a database operation that you want to test (typically - a stored function or
procedure, or an external process such as an ETL tool routine). Useful DbFit commands:
Execute Procedure.

3. Verify the result - comparing the actual versus the expected result. Useful DbFit commands:
Query, Store Query, Compare Stored Queries

4. Tear Down - clean up the changes in order to avoid affecting other tests. Pages named
TearDown are automatically included at the end of all tests in the suite. In Flow mode, the
active transaction is automatically rolled back at the end of the test page so often you won't
need any explicit tear down steps (assuming you don't commit transactions in your tests).

Quick reference of the mostly used commands

Query

The Query command allows you to compare the result of a SQL Query to a given expected
output. You should specify query as the first fixture parameter, after the Query command. The
second table row contains column names, and all subsequent rows contain data for the expected
results. You don't have to list all columns in the result set, just the ones that you are interested in
testing. Multiple columns and rows are supported.

!|Query|select 'test1' as column_one, 'test2' as column_two from
dual|
|column_one |column_two|
|test1      |test2     |

As output of the Query command execution, matches are marked in green and mismatches are
highlighted in red. In case of any mismatch - the test is counted as failing. Missing or
unexpected surplus records are also being reported as mismatch.

Ordered Query is a variation of Query command that takes into account the exact ordering of
rows.

Store Query, Compare Stored Queries

Store Query reads out query results and stores them into a Fixture symbol for later use. Specify
the full query as the first argument and the symbol name as the second argument (without >>).
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You can then use this stored result set as a parameter of the Query command later:

!|Store Query|select n from (select 1 as n from dual union
select 2 from dual union select 3 from dual)|firsttable|

!|Query|<<firsttable|
|n                  |
|1                  |
|2                  |
|3                  |

Compare Stored Queries compares two previously stored query results. Column structure is
specified so that some columns can be ignored during comparison (just don’t list them), and for
the partial row-key mapping to work. Put a ? after the column names that do not belong to the
key to make the comparisons better.

|Store Query|select n, name from testtbl|fromtable|

|Store Query|!- select 1 n, 'name1' name from dual|fromdual|

|Compare Stored Queries|fromtable|fromdual|
|name                  |n?                |

Typically you should strive for fast and focused tests, comparing just a small amount of records.
Nevertheless, in some special cases you could want to run DbFit on top of a relatively large
number of rows. Please refer to the DbFit reference guide for some guidelines how to handle
such scenarios more efficiently.

DML and DDL statements

Insert

Insert command allows inserting a set of records into a database table (or view). The view or
table name is given as the first fixture parameter. The second row contains column names, and
all subsequent rows contain data to be inserted. For example:

!|Insert|testtbl|
|id     |name   |
|1      |NAME1  |
|3      |NAME3  |
|2      |NAME2  |

Update

Update allows you to update specified records in a database table or view. Columns ending with
= are used to update records. Columns without = are used to select rows. The following example
updates the name column where the id matches 1 and 2.

!|Update  |testtbl|
|name=    |id     |
|New Name1|1      |
|New Name2|2      |
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You can use multiple columns for both updating and selecting, and even use the same column
for both operations.

Execute and Execute Ddl

Execute executes SQL statement provided using the syntax relevant for the database. You can
use query parameters in the DB-specific syntax (eg. @paramname for SQLServer and MySQL,
and :paramname for Oracle). Currently, all parameters are used as inputs, and there is no option
to persist any statement outputs.

!|Execute|alter session set ddl_lock_timeout=600|

!|Set Parameter|name|Darth Maul|

!|Execute|insert into test_table(name, age) values (:name, 10)|

Execute Ddl is intended for executing DDL SQL statements (like create, alter, drop). It's similar
to Execute with the main difference that it does not support bind variables, and also
automatically handles required post-execute activities, if any (e.g. Teradata requires transaction
to be closed after each DDL statement).

!|Execute Ddl|create table tab_with_trigger(x int)|

!|Execute Ddl|create or replace trigger trg_double_x before
insert on tab_with_trigger for each row begin :new.x := :new.x *
2; end;|

!|Insert|tab_with_trigger|
|x                       |
|13                      |

!|Query|select x from tab_with_trigger|
|x                                    |
|26                                   |

Execute Procedure

Execute Procedure executes a stored procedure or function for each row of data table, binding
input/output parameters to columns of the data table, e.g.:

!|Execute Procedure|ConcatenateStrings   |
|first_string|second_string|concatenated?|
|Hello       |World        |Hello World  |
|Ford        |Prefect      |Ford Prefect |

If a function is getting called, then a column containing just the question mark is used for
function results.

!|Execute Procedure|ConcatenateF        |
|first_string|second_string|?           |
|Hello       |World        |Hello World |
|Ford        |Prefect      |Ford Prefect|
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To use IN/OUT parameters, you will need to specify the parameter twice. Once without the
question mark, when it is used as the input; and one with the question mark when it is used as
output:

|Execute Procedure|Multiply|
|factor|val|val?           |
|5     |10 |50             |

To determine the test result - the actual output and return values are compared with the specified
expected ones.

There is a variant Execute Procedure Expect Exception in case you expect your stored
procedure to raise an exception.

Parameters and fixture symbols

DbFit enables you to use Fixture symbols as global variables during test execution, to store or
read intermediate results. In order to store a parameter from a Query or Execute Procedure - you
can use >>parameter syntax, and <<parameter to read the value. In addition, you can use the Set
Parameter command to explicitly set a parameter value to a string.

!|Set Parameter|ONE|1|

!|Query|select sysdate mytime from dual|
|mytime?                               |
|>>current_time                        |

!|Query|select '1' as cnt from dual where sysdate >=
:current_time|
|cnt
|
|<<ONE
|

Advanced use cases

Depending on your needs, you may find out that you need a functionality that is beyond what is
currently supported by DbFit. These are more advanced use cases which are out of scope of this
article, we will just outline two possible extension points:

• You can integrate other Fit fixtures in our tests - e.g. to run an external application which
loads a file into the database.

• You may also extend DbFit by developing your custom fixtures or database adapters.

Contributing to the project

DbFit is open for contribution - whether you'd like to extend the functionality, fix a bug,
improve the documentation, suggest an idea, report a problem, ask a question, or share a
feedback. You may submit your issue or open a pull request at GitHub or you can post your
question in the mailing list. Check out the project on GitHub and the published
CONTRIBUTING guidelines for more details.
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Some limitations

• User defined abstract database types are not fully supported.

• The declarative syntax might be insufficient if you need low level control in your tests,
coding some logic, testing behavior of multiple concurrent connections: DbFit syntax may
be insufficient. For more complicated scenarios you may need to develop your custom
fixtures or to use other tools for the purpose.

• It is not intended for performance testing, even if there are some guidelines if you need to
compare larger datasets.

• FIT runner is required, Slim is not supported.

Some Benefits

• Support for multiple database types (Oracle, SQL Server, etc.)

• Readable and easy to understand syntax that enhance communication with non-technical
people

• Open source, open for extension, contribution, suggestions and feedback

• An active community mailing list where you can get support from other users and
contributors

• Online documentation with examples enabling you to easily get started

Conclusion

When appropriately used, DbFit can help improving the quality, design and maintainability of
your product. It enables Agile practices like Test-Driven Development, refactoring. DbFit tests
can be used as living executable documentation of your system behavior.
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generjee - Striking New Paths with Source Code Generation

Alexander Derksen, @generjee, www.generjee.com

generjee is a free online tool that generates source code of data-oriented applications according
to an entity-relationship-model and a user-defined application design. The created code is
intended as scaffolding to efficiently start new development projects from a prepared working
code base. The produced output is technologically based on Java EE, JSF, PrimeFaces, Apache
Shiro, and JPA (e.g. Hibernate) and is ready to run on a Java EE application server or a
microservices platform.

But this is not just another code generator. generjee is based on new exciting ideas for code
generation that are available for all programming languages and technologies. So if you are not
from the Java EE camp, please do not stop reading this article now. There are language
independent concepts for efficient software development described in the second part.

Web Site: http://www.generjee.com
Version tested: 1.0
System requirements: Internet Browser
License & Pricing: Use for free. Generation templates are Open Source.
Support: Contact directly via http://www.generjee.com/contact.htm or mail to
info(at)generjee.com

In contrast to most other code generation tools, there is no need to install any software on the
local system to work with generjee. The generated sources are provided for free and available
for immediate download. To show how generjee works, let us model a very simple product
catalog that is represented by the following simplified diagram.

To start this project with generjee, go to the web site http://www.generjee.com and click on
“Start a new project”. This will start the generjee tool with an initially preconfigured application
model.

For this exercise, instead of going step by step through the tool and entering our settings, let’s
be a bit comfortable and import a prepared example. To do this, just click on the Import button,
select the Product Catalog Example, and then confirm with the Load button. This will import the
above example model as if you have entered it manually.

• Product

• Product

• Supplier

• Product

• categorized
b

• supplied by

• has

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

https://twitter.com/generjee
www.generjee.com
http://www.generjee.com/
http://www.generjee.com/contact.htm
http://www.generjee.com/
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On the left side of the tool you will now see the four entities and an additional User entity. The
User entity was added automatically, because the imported example has the security option
activated. Clicking on an entity will open a page where you can edit the entity’s settings and its
fields. Feel free to play around and discover the features. Where elements are not self-
explaining, there are usually help buttons. At any time, you can restore the settings by importing
the example model again. Furthermore, there is the important Project Settings button on the left
side. It opens another page where you can define general features of the generated application
like the GUI style, the target runtime platform, and desired user roles.

To generate an application code from the entered model, click the “Generate Now” button. After
confirming the disclaimer, wait until the generation process has finished and the download of
the created code is provided. Download the package and unpack it to your system. Following
the instructions in the generated deploy_on_app_server.txt will get the code running. If you do
not want to install a server or some missing prerequisites, just navigate to
http://www.generjee.com/ProductCatalog. This will open the example application deployed
online:

Please explore the Product Catalog and compare it with the values entered in the generjee tool to
understand what was generated from our definitions. Please login with “productmanager”
(password “productmanager”) to get the full functionality access. Let me point out some
features worth mentioning:

• You will see the entities of the Product Catalog in the menu. By clicking on them, you can
create, list, edit, and delete entries. The properties of the entities correspond with the fields
we have defined in the generjee tool.

• Users can manage relations between entities, for example, you can assign a category to a
product within the product dialogs. On top of that, we can even manage this relationship
from the other side (within the categories dialogs) and assign products to an existing
category!

http://www.generjee.com/ProductCatalog
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• The access permissions of the entity actions (create, read, update, and delete) are exactly as
we have configured them in the generjee tool.

• Login with admin/admin to get access to the built-in User Management module.

• Some entity types (e.g. Products) are listed in a Data Grid, while others (e.g. Suppliers) are
viewed in a Data Table. This is because we have defined this in our model. For the same
reason, the dialogs to create, view, and edit entries are either opened on extra pages (e.g.
Products) or within dialog pop-ups (e.g. Suppliers).

Behind the Scenes: New Approaches for Code Generation

Code generators are the tools of choice to build standardized application scaffolds and
automatically create development-time-wasting repetitive boilerplate code. Using them right,
these tools save time and money while they increase quality and minimize project risks. By
using code generators correctly, the development team’s activities can be focused on
implementing business requirements rather than writing technical boilerplate and integration
code.

Nevertheless, we see that source code generation is not easily accepted in practice and faces
quite a lot skepticism and resistance among software experts. Let’s resume the current state of
the art about source code generation with following thesis:

1. Doing code generation right leads to greatly improved efficiency and quality.

2. However, it is very challenging to do code generation right. That is the reason why it often
does not keep the promises.

3. The main reasons, why code generation is so challenging:

• The high complexity and effort necessary to create and maintain generators

• The lack of transparency and flexibility while integrating code generation into
development processes

The ideas behind generjee take up these challenges and develop new ways to improve the
effectiveness, usability, and flexibility of code generation.

For example, one of the main complexity sources is writing generation templates by mixing the
target code patterns with the build instructions for the generator. You can simply imagine this as
a text-processing document with included field functions:
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Software code is much more complex than text documents. So while field functions within
documents make them just a bit less readable, generator instructions within code templates
increase the complexity greatly. This makes them very expensive to create and understand.

generjee solves these issues with separate templates of clean readable code patterns on the one
hand and build instructions on the other hand. Imagine this as an input mask put over the text.
This approach enables handling templates easily and efficiently:

• package <<package>>;
• 
• public class <<classname>> {
• 
•   <<FOR p : properties>>
•     private <<p.javatype>> <<p.fieldname>>;
• 
•     public <<p.javatype>> get<<p.fieldname>>() {
•         return this.<<p.fieldname>>;
•     }
• 
•     public void set<<p.fieldname>>(<<p.javatype>> <<p.fieldname>>) {
•         this.<<p.fieldname>> = <<p.fieldname>>;
•     }
•   <<END FOR>>
• }

• Conventional template: Mixed
code and generator instructions.
- Quite hard to read for humans
- Not compilable by computers
- Limited IDE support

• package com.generjee.pattern;
• 
• public class ClassPattern {
• 
•     private String text;
• 
•     public String getText() {
•         return this.text;
•     }
• 
•     public void setText(String text) {
•         this.text = text;
•     }
• }

•          package ..................................
• 
•                 classname .........................
• 
•    FOR p : properties .............................
•              p.javatype  p.fieldname
• 
•             p.javatype     p.fieldname
•                 p.fieldname
• 
• 
•                  p.fieldname p.javatype

p.fieldname
•               p.fieldname     p.fieldname
• 
•     END FOR .......................................
• 

• Separated template: Native code
(left) and generator mask (right).
- Easy to read and change for
humans
- Compilable pattern code
- Native IDE support
- Specialized development enabled
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Furthermore, there are more important advantages of this method. It is not only the technical
separation that makes it so powerful, it is also the ability of organizational separation. There can
be two different developer roles. One role for the target technology expert, responsible for the
code patterns and making them clean, and high-quality, while following best practices and
specific requirements. The other role is a generator expert who creates the “input masks” and
assembles them all together into a powerful tool.

This separation of responsibilities is not only about developer roles, it enables specialization of
entire teams and even goes beyond company boundaries!

Another “killer feature” is the reusability of the generator masks to create new generators. This
way I was able to develop a PHP code generator from an existing example project within only a
few hours, even though I have very limited PHP knowledge. The generator mask of generjee
could be reused and adapted very efficiently.

Please remember that all these approaches are independent of Java EE and can be used for every
other code language and technology. generjee is just the first project capturing these and other
ideas, implementing them successfully, and delivering practical experience and research results.

If you are interested in the mentioned concepts and their progress, please follow generjee on
twitter (@generjee) or subscribe to the mailing list on generjee.com. There will be more detailed
reports in the future describing the technical and business aspects and new innovative concepts
for creating source code automatically and integrating it successfully into software engineering
processes.
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Mox: utility library for unit testing your Angular app

Frank van Wijk, f.e.vanwijk [at] gmail [dot] com, @fevanwijk
Xebia Netherlands, http://www.frankvanwijk.nl

Mox is an open source mocking utility library for AngularJS apps. When it comes to JavaScript
unit tests, normally a lot of boilerplate code is written to set up the mocks. Mox provides utility
functions to set up mocks very fast and have total control of the scope of your tests.

Website: www.github.com/fvanwijk/mox
Version tested: 0.6
System requirements: NodeJS
Support: www.github.com/fvanwijk/mox/issues

Everybody loves writing tests for software, right? Let’s see what is involved from testing an
AngularJS application. The developers of AngularJS [1] call their framework a “superheroic
JavaScript MVW framework”. MVW stands for Model View Whatever, since the ‘controller’
(view business logic) is spread across the app: in services, controllers, directives and even in
templates.

AngularJS came with testability in mind. However, still a lot of developers struggle with testing
their AngularJS app. This is partly caused by the poor Angular docs with bad or trivial testing
examples. Another reason is that you need a lot of setup code to write the perfect test.

Mox evolved from a file called testUtils.js into a library that helps you to write Jasmine unit
tests for your AngularJS app without a lot of boilerplate code.

Testing your AngularJS app

During the early stages of AngularJS, one of the developers, Vojta Jína, created Testacular, a
test runner that uses dependency injection (DI). The test runner was renamed Karma [2], which
is now the most popular JavaScript test runner. The DI system was later implemented into
Angular. One of the advantages of dependency injection is that it is really easy to test your stuff.

For example, you want to test a trivial UserService:

angular.module('myApp')
  .value('Users', [{ id: 1, name: 'Frank' }, { id: 2, name: 'Misko' }])
  .service('UserService', function (Users) {
    this.getUsers = function () {
      return Users;
    };
  });

In this code example, a User value and a UserService service is registered on the injector of the
myApp module, with the provided constructor function that injects Users.

In case I want to inject the UserService in another service or controller, this constructor
function is called with the User value as parameters. The result is a UserService singleton
instance.

https://twitter.com/fevanwijk
http://www.frankvanwijk.nl/
www.github.com/fvanwijk/mox/issues
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Now it is a piece of cake to test this UserService: injecting the UserService into your test, call
the getUsers method and assert the result.

describe('the getUsers method on the UserService', function () {
  beforeEach(function () {
    angular.mock.module('myApp'); // Instantiate the injector for my app
  });

  it('should return the Users', inject(function (UserService) {
    var usersResult = UserService.getUsers();
    expect(usersResult[0].name).toBe('Frank');
  }));
});

What if I change the implementation of the Users value?

The test in the UserService spec fails! This is not what I want. It seems that the test is not only
testing the getUsers method, but also implicitly tests the injected Users value. We have to
isolate our test by stubbing the dependencies. This is done by replacing them with spies, which
can be used to mock as well. See Martin Fowlers article for more information about stubs and
mocks [3].

We have to re-register the dependency in our test to overwrite the original value.

angular.value('User', [{ name: 'Frank stub' }]);

And change the assertion to

expect(usersResult[0].name).toBe('Frank stub');

Now our test does not depend on the real implementation of Users anymore.

Don’t Repeat Yourself

The previous example is a very simple case, but usually you have lots of stuff injected into your
service, for example $scope, $http, $resource, $location and a lot of user created services.

This results in a lot of boilerplate code to stub the dependencies of the system under test (SUT).

Mox comes with a simple DSL to create all stubs. In this way you can create all setup code with
minimal effort. It is not required anymore to manually re-register services.

Put this in a beforeEach block. That’s all.

mox
  .module('myApp')
  .mockServices('Users')
  .setupResults(function () {
    return {
      Users: [{ name: 'Frank stub' }]
    };
  }).run();
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I can image that you have several services or controllers that inject Users. You don’t want to
define the Users mock over and over, so let’s configure this mock one time so that the
.setupResults call could be omitted.

// moxConfig.js
angular.extend(moxConfig, {
  Users: function ($provide) {
    mox.save($provide, 'Users', [{ name: 'Frank' }]);
  }
});

Helper functions

There are also some services you need in your tests only:

Service Function Why?
$rootScope Manually create a new $scope for your

tests
To mock injected $scope

$compile Compile HTML and link it to the $scope To test components
$controller Instantiate a controller To test controllers
$q Create promises To mock methods that

return promises such as
$http

$templateCach
e

Fetching the template for a given template
path

(component) views usually
are in a HTML file

Injecting them into every test would require even more boilerplate code. (And yes, you need
some of these services every test!)

This is a trivial example for testing a view without Mox.

it('should show "Hello Frank"', inject(function ($compile, $rootScope, $templateCache) {
  var $scope = $rootScope.$new();
  $scope.name = 'Frank';
  var html = $templateCache.get('components/hello.html'); // <span class="hello">Hello
{{name}}</span>
  var element = $compile(html)($scope);
  expect(element.find('.hello')).toBe('Hello Frank');
}));

Mox provides a lot of helper functions to create scope/controllers/promises and to compile
HTML so that you don’t need to inject these services anymore.

With Mox, the previous test can be simplified to

it('should show "Hello Frank"', function () {
  var element = compileTemplate('components/hello.html', createScope({ name: 'Frank' }));
  expect(element.find('.hello')).toBe('Hello Frank');
});
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Conclusion

The AngularJS core team is right: testing an Angular app isn’t that difficult. However, finding
out how to do it correctly is a hassle. I hope that this article provides you some practical
guidelines how to set up a unit test with minimal amount of boilerplate code using Mox.

A fully working example project with a vanilla test suite and a Mox test suite can be found at
Github [4]. The project demonstrates how to test a component, view, controller or resource
(HTTP backend) with and without using Mox. It also provides configurations for template
preloading, fixtures, custom Jasmine jQuery matchers, test coverage and Karma/Wallaby test
runner.
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